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August 7, 1989

PGEE Letter No. DCL-89-207

John B. Hartin, Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V

1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2

Response to Request for 10 CFR 50.54(f) Information

Dear Hr. Martin:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f), enclosed is PGhE's response'o the
Region V letter dated July 27, 1989. This letter requested '

nformation regarding PGhE's activi ti es associated with vendor
audits. As discussed in the July 25, 1989 meeting with the NRC,

PGhE has initiated ongoing efforts to evaluate, investigate and
resolve the issues identified in the July 27 letter. The following
information is provided: (A) PGE E' justification for continued
operation of the Diablo Canyon facilities in light of the potential
defici enci es identi fied in PGhE' vendor audits as discussed in the
July 25 meeting (Enclosure 1), (B) PGhE's plan and schedule for
assessing the adequacy of the vendor audit and quality assurance
program in general (Enclosure 2), and (C) PGhE's determination of
reportabi lity and the generic applicability of the identi fied
potential deficiency (Enclosure 3). These enclosures reflect PGhE's
current understanding of the issues in light of the ongoing
investigations.

PGhE is commi tted to maintai ning high levels of quality in
activities related to Diablo Canyon and is involved with several
industry groups on efforts related to such issues. This involvement
includes PG8 E's membership in the NUMARC Nuclear Plant Equipment
Procurement (NPEP) Work Group as part of the unified industry
interaction with NRC on procurement. PGhE is also actively
participating in conducting joint utility audits of suppliers as a
member of the Nuclear Procurement Issues Council (NUPIC), a
combination of the previous Nuclear Supplier QA Committee (NSQAC)
and the Coordinating Agency for Supplier Evaluation, Nuclear Section
(CASE). PG&E has participated aggressively in these industry
efforts which are directed toward improving the quality of vendor
audits and assuring their compliance with regulatory requirements.





3ohn B. Martin
PGRE Letter No. DCL-89-207

August 7, 1989

Based on the enclosed information, PGhE has full confidence that continued
operation of Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 does not create an unreviewed safety
question and will not adversely affect the public liealth and safety.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of
this letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Subscribed to in San Francisco, California this 7th day of August 1989.

Respectfully submitted,

Pacific Gas and Electric Company
r

Howard V. Golub
Richard F. Locke
Attorneys for Pacific
Gas and Electric Company

By
. D. Sh'r

Vice Pre dent
Nuclear Power Generation

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 7th day of August 1989

Richard F. Locke

cc: M. M. Mendonca .

P. P. Narbut
H. Rood
B. H. Vogler
CPUC
Diablo Distribution

'
Adriane D. To e ee, otary Public
-for the County of Alameda,
State of California

My commission expires December 22, 1992.
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PGhE t er No. DC-88-"03

EHCLOSURE 1,

HRC Request:

1. Your justtf1cation for continued operation of the
Diablo Canyon fac111t1e.. 1n 11ght of deficienc1es that
you have identified in inpour audits of vendors, as
discussed 1n our July 25, 1989 aeeting;

PGhE Response:

This enclosure contains the just1fication for continued operation (JCO) of the
Diablo Canyon facilities in light of the potential deficiencies that were
identified in audits of vendors as discussed in a meeting w1th the HRC on

July 25, 1989. Based on the information provided in the JCO and accompanying
safety analysis, continued operation of Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 does not
create an unreviewed safety question and w111 not adversely affect the public
health and safety. The JCO w111 remain 1n effect unt11 all potentially
incomplete and/or inadequate audits are resolved and all 1dentified
discrepancies are corrected.

28115/0071K
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JUSTIFICATION FOR CONTINUED OPERATION (JCO) 89-18
POTENTIALLY INCOMPLETE AND/OR INADEQUATE SUPPLIER AUDITS

EXISTING CNilTION FOR UNITS 1 AXD 2

Sased on audits 88244S, 89103S. and 89129S, a concern was identified
that, contrary to PQE gA Manual requirements, a contract gA auditor had
pcrfaraed'otentially incoiplete and/or inadequate supplier audits whIch
did nat ident1fy the suppliers'a11ures ta ieplelent portions of their
tiA programs. Nonconforlancc Report DCO-89-t,'p-NO07 was in1tiated to
investigate and resolve this concern.,

PGLE has conducted an evaluation af all supplier. audits during the last
3j yea~s and has ident1fied 317 aud1ts performed by outside contractors.
The review pcr1od of 3$ year was based an PG4E's triennial wdit
program, Included 1n the 3li are 97 audits conducted by the auditor
pcrforiing the potent1ally incoepletc and/or inadequate audits. Of the
97 aud1ts, PQE identified 14 suppliers whose qualifications were based
solely on audits by the, auditor perform1ng the potentially 1ncamplete
and/or inadequate audits. There were no safety-related purChase orders
sublittcd to f1ve af these suppliers, the acceptability of two suppliers
1s known to thc nuclear industry (e.g., CASE, NS(}AC aeeber audits), and
one suppl1er audit included a PGiE auditor. Three of the remaining six
suppliers had not supplied any material to PG4E during the period when
thc potentially incoeplcte and/or inadequate audits werc perf'orscd, The
Other three Suppliers, whose qualification was based upon the
potentially incalplctc and/or inadcquatc audits, had supplied Class I

. Natcrial. It was determined that those suppliers, presser Industries,
Metal Sellows, and Pacific Scientific, would bc reauditcd.

In addition, a review of the remaining 220 audits per forced by other
outside consultantS working under their own gA program also identified
soee potentially incoeplcte and/ar inadequate audits. The resolution of
concerns for the affected suppliers 1s included in Attachment I.

II. JUSTIFICATION FOR OPERATION OF UNITS I AND 2

Sased on the attached safety analysis, continued operation of Unit I and
Unit 2 with 1dentified potentially incomplete and/or inadequate aud1ts
docs not create an unrcviewed safety question and will not adversely
affect the publ1c health and safety.
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111. JCO OURAT?ON AHO SPEC1AL COHO IT10HS

Th1s JCO ~Ill reaa)n $ n effect until all potentially incomplete and/or
<nadcquate audits are resolved and any $ dent1f1ed d<screpanc)es are
corrected. Coepletlon of th1s act)on $ s tracked by OCR DC0-89-QA-NOO7.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR CONTINUED OPERATIOH (JCO) 89-18
POTENTIALLY INCONPLETE AHD/OR INADEQUATE SUPPLIER AUDITS

SAFETY EVALUATION

The following 1s a safety evaluation supporting continued operation of
Units I 4 2 with potentially incomplete and/or inadequate supplier
audits.

ANALYSIS

A. Description of Degraded Condition

Based on aud1ts 88244S, 891035, and 891295, a concern was
identified that contrary to PGEE QA Manual requirements, a
contract QA auditor performed potentially incomplete and/or
inadequate supplier audits which did not identify the

suppliers'ailuresto implement port1ons of their QA programs. As defined
1n AHSI N45.2.13 and as implemented by PRE, methods used to
accept an item or service from a supplier include source
verif1cation by audit, source inspection, and receiv1ng
inspect1ons and tests. The conduct of quality assurance
supplier audits provide one of these verification Nethods to
assure that the established supplier's qual1ty assurance program
is adequate and implemented. Nonconformance Report
OCO-89-QA-N007 was initiated to invest1gate and resolve th1s
concern.

Potentiall Incom lete and or Inade uate Audits

The dcfic1enc1es, identified 1n Aud1t 882445 on Sulzer Bingham,
Aud1t 891035 on Pac1fic and Worthington Pumps, and Audit 891295
or ITT Barton that should have been ident1fied in the previous
contracted aud1ts, are as follows;

Sulzer Bingham (Sulzer)

Audit 88244S identified the following deficiencies that
previous Audit 872085 failed to identify:

a ~ Failure to use ASIDE Section III quality assurance
program. Criterion III (Design Control) of
Appendix B states in part " ...Measures shall also
be established for the selection and review for
suitability of application of Naterials, parts,
equ1pment. and processes that are essential to the
safety-related functions of the structures, systems
and components." Contrary to this requirement,
Sulzer did not apply the appropriate Neasures to
parts which were ordered by PG5E on Purchase Orders
17779 and 663288. All of the parts ordered on
these purchase orders are safety-related and 10 CFR
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b.

21 was invoked on these purchase orders.
Additionally, both of these purchase orders
specified that Sulzer implement their ASHE Section
II! (}ualfty Assurance Program (SP-A-2) on all of
these parts. Contrary to th1s, Sulzer applied
their "Coneercfal Class II" prograN (H31.27) to
these items without notifying PGLE, Sulzer docs
have a 10 CFR 50 Append1x 8 program for nonpressurc
retaining, safety-related items (stems, 1mpcllers,
ctc) but dfd not apply th1s program to the PCLE
orders. Presently, Sulzer's "Comercfal Class

II'rogram(N31.27) allows them to procure items from
suppliers who don't have nuclear assurance programs

= w1thout doing any additional dedication (i.e.,
special testing, vendor hfstory files, product
performance files, N.O.E, special examinat1ons,
etc).

Substitution of materials. Contrary to the
requirements of these purchase orders, materfal was
supplied which was d1fferent from that specif1ed by
PGLE. Both orders specify fNIpellers for which
Iatcrial must be AS'-A-296 Grade CFBH. On
Purchase Order 663288, Sulzer suppl1ed ASTH-A-743,
Grade CFB and on Purchase Order 17779 Sulzer
supplied ASTH-A-743, Grade CFBH. Sulzer fa1led to
notify PGLE of this material substitution.

NCR OCI-88-N-N042 was issued to investigate and resolve
these concerns. The investigation of this NCR

determined that all parts provided were commercial grade
and were inadequate'.y dedicated, PGLE Engineering
investigated the impact of the use of cemercfel grade
replacement pa~ts as currently installed in the ASM and
CCN pumps. PGLE Engineering concluded that the1r use
does not prevent the ASM end CCR pumps from perform1ng
their safety related functions. Use of these cceeercfal
grade flpeller parts resulted fn Inadequate heat
treatment of ASM 1mpellers. JCO 88-07 was prepared to
)ustify continued operation with the AS'K flpellers.

2. Pac1f ic end Itorthfngton Puris (Pac1f fc)

Audit 89103S identified that Pac1fic procured aatcrfal
and parts camercfa1 grade and suppl fed them to PGLE

without performing proper ded1cat1on. The Nateriel and
parts were supplied to PGLE dur1ng 1987-1989 under
purchase orders which imposed Specification SP-F-Parts
(which imposes 10 CFR 21; 10 CFR 50, Append1x 8: and
ANSI N45.2.13).
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Previous audits 882325 and 87148S failed to identify
th1s def1ciency.

NCR DCO-89-EN-Ol} was initiated to investigate and
resolve these concerns. The supplier, has subsequently
responded to PGtE in a letter dated June 27, .1989, that
they have documentation on the major parts which will
allow individual p1ece dedication. PGLE Engineering
evaluation of the supplier's response determined the
fol lowing:

a, The DCPP safety infection and charging pumps are
regularly tested in accordance with the plant
surve1llance test program which 1Itplemcnts ASNE
Section XI requ1remcnts. These tests have
demonstrated acceptable performance.

b. POLE's gA Aud1t 89403S ver1fied that the
contested "C" and "0" parts rece1ve complete
dimensional and visual inspection,

c. After each installat1on of "C" or "0" parts, the
pumps were surveillance-tested before they were
declared operable. Th1s surveillance test
measures vibrat1on levels, bearing temperatures
and head-capaci ty. character 1 sties. Any
defective par ts would probably have exhibited
unacceptable values for vibration, bearing
temper aturc or head capacity cha~acteristics.

d. The charging pumps are operated for chemical and
volume control of the reactor coolant system
during normal operation as an alternate to the
positive displacement pump. Operation in th1s
mode has resulted in a substantial functional
test which was long enough to demonstrate the
integrity of the pumps and provides reasonable
assurance that the pumps will perform their
safety-related funct1on when required.

e. No Pacific pumps category "C" or "0" parts are
pressure boundary items. Furthermore, PGLE,
Sargent 4 Lundy, and Pacific have determined by
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis that certain
category "C" and oost category "0" pa~ts are not
safety-related.

f. The fluids handled by these pumps are subjected
to rigorous chemical control which ~educes the
corrosion effects from the process fluid to a
minimum.

g. Many nuclear plants, including Mestinghousc
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pressurized water reactors, use Pacif1c pumps
for charging and safety injection service. These
pumps contain parts with qual1ty characterist1cs
s1milar to those installed at OCPP. These pumps

'have performed reliably for aany years.

3. ITT Barton (Barton)

Audit Nl295 identified that Barton did not have
ob)ective evidence that design changes on the
enviroraentally qual ified electro-hydraulic actuators
had been evaluated for affect on previous qualificat1on
tests and identified that metallic parts critical to the
operability and fa11-safe cond1tions of the actuators
are being procured coenercial grade w1thout proper
dedication being performed. Previous audit SB0135
fa1led to identify the above deficienc1es.

A review of this concern determined that no material
from the suppl1er was installed 1n the plant. Katerial
which has been received by the warehouse has
subsequently been determined to be adequate by
reanalysis and testing by the supplier. This eliainated
the env1ronmental qua l ification concern.

*

In response to the commercial grade dedication concern,
Barton stated 1n a letter dated July 17, l989, that "ITT
Barton Mydromotor Actuators are designed with a "Fall
Safe" feature. Should a failure occur, the actuator
will aove to its fa1'afe pos1tion e1ther due to the
component involved or on creeand, 1f the fa11ure drives
the unit to full stroke."

Barton further stated that "It 1s the opinion of ITT
Barton Oesign Engineering that during the design life,
there are no taetallic components which would prevent any
Hydromotor actuator failing in other than a fail-safe
condition."

An evaluation by PQ E Eng1neering determined the
fo 1 lowing.

a. The design bas1s for the auxiliary feedwater (AFM)
system requ1res that these valves modulate to
control AFR flow, that they be seismically
qual1fied to operate, and that they be
enviroreentally qualified (Eg) for post-LOCA
recirculation radiation. They do not. need to be
environmental ly qualified for the hot steam
env1ronment. resulting from a feed or steamline
break in their area.
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b. Metallic parts are not an Kg 1ssue because they
are not affected by radiation at the normal levels
experienced dur1ng plant life and a subsequent
accident.

c. The lead engineer for Eg and seismic Issues for
the ItC group was a eember of the PGtE audit team
that visited Ba~ton. This person was selected for
th1s assignment based on individual in-depth
faeiliarity with Eg and seismic issues In add1tion
to havIng been previously involved with these.
valves. The audIt looked at both qualIfication
and coarnercial grade dedIcation issues.

During the audit, PG4E observed that Barton
performs alloy testing of the raw aaterials that
they subsequently process and perform extensive
functional testIng of the actuator at full rated
load prior to del1very. This testing results in
loadings which are more severe than those
experienced during normal operat1on. Based on the
above, It was concluded that Barton dedicates
and/or manufactures parts and controls the1r
qualification such that the valves are adequate
for continued service.

d. These valves are subject to per Iodic surve1llance
testing. This test1ng would detect any
degradation of the valves. There have been no
structural failures of these actuators during
testing.

All of the potentially 1ncomplete and/or inadequate audits of
the above suppl1ers were performed with the same auditor as the
audit team leader or as a member of the audit team. A review of
audit records showed that the auditor 1n question had been
performing audits for PGLE since 1987.

PGhE has conducted an evaluation of all supplier aud1ts during
the last 3j years and has identIfied 317 audits performed by
outside contractors. The review period of 3j years was based on
PQE's triennial audit program. Included in the 317 are 97
audits conducted by the auditor performing the potentially
inadequate and/or incomplete audits. Of the 97 audits, PQE
ident ified 14 suppl1ers ~hose qual if1cations were based solely
on audits by the auditor perforl1ng the potent1ally incomplete
and/or inadequate audits. Five of these suppliers were found
with no safety related purchase orders; the acceptability of'wo
supplie~s is known to the nuclear industry (e.g., CASE, NSgAC
Nember audits); and one suppl1er audit included a PG4E auditor.
Three of the remaining six suppl1ers had not supplied any
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material to PG&E during the period when the suspect audits were
performed. The other th~ee suppliers, ~hose qualification was
based upon the potentfally incomplete and/or fnadequate
audits, had supplied Class I waterfal. It was determined that
those suppliers, Dresser Industries, Hetal Bellows, and Pacific
Scientific, would be reaudf ted.

In addition, a review of the remafnfng 220 audits performed by
other outside consultants working under their company's gA
program and supervision also identified some potentially
incomplete and/or inadequate audits. The resolution of concerns
for the 185 affected suppliers fs included ln Attachment l.
Results of Potentiall Incom lete and or Inade uate Audits

PG&E audit teams using PG&E personnel were sent between July
21-24, l989, to all three of these suppliers to perform an aud1t
of the previous audit's adequacy.

1. Parker Hetal Bellows

The Parker Hetal Bellows audit dlsc1osed that PG&E had only
issued one purchase order ln the last 3 1/2 years. On this
purchase order PO&E had purchased a flexible metal hose
assembly. This flexible hose was built to the requirements of
ASME Section III, Subsection HO and Code Case H-192-2. 11th the
exception of the ferrule, all parts assoc1ated with the hose
assembly are considered ASHE Section II! parts. The ferrule is
not governed by the ASHE code because lt is non-pressure
retaining. This ferrule was procured on a purchase order that
invoked no quality assurance requirements on the sub-supplier.
Accordingly, it was furnished as commercial grade to Parker
Netal Sellows. Addftfonally, Parker Hetal Bellows did not
perform any additional dedication activities. After d1scussing
the situation with the Prospect Engineer from Parker Hetal
BellowS, the auditor agreed that the ferrule performed no
safety-related function. This was supported by a Failure Nodes
and Effects Analysis that determined the the ferrule was:

a, Non-pressure r etainlng
b. Non-load bearing
c. Hot essential to function

Addltlonally, the ferrule was not taken into account when the
flexible hose assembly was seismically qualified. This
position was docuaented fn a letter to PG&E and was subsequently
evaluated and accepted by PG&E Engfnaerfng.

Previous Audit 882lOS failed to identify the above deficiency.

2. Dresser Industries
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The Dresser Industries aud1t identified deficiencies in the
quality assurance program appl1ed to non-pressure retaining,
essential-to-function parts. As part of this aud1t, PGLE
examined the program that Dresser applied to a disc holde~, disc
guide and an adapter compression screw purchased by PG&E on
various p.rchase orders. The auditor reviewed various purchase
orders that Dresser placed with its subsuppliers along with the
Certified Naterial Test Reports (NTRs} received for these
itews. This review determined that these parts were purchased
as non-safety-related and this fact was supported by reviewing
the applicable NTRs. Add1tionally, Dresser had no traceability
documentation for these parts nor did they perforw any Other
dedication activities other than a standard receipt inspection.
As a result of this audit, PG&E reviewed 1ts records and
deteriined that none of the parts had been issued for use. All
non-pressure retain1ng parts supplied by Dresser have been put
on hold in the warehouse pending disposition.

Previous Audit 88262S failed to identify the above def1ciencies.

3. Pacific Scientific Company

An audit of Pacific Scientific Company (PSA} was performed to
verify the PSA gA program for providing nonload bearing,
essent1al-to-function 1tems. The audit ident1f ied that since
January 1988, PSA had no program to control pa~ts exempt from
ASME Subsection KF (1.e,, non-load bearing). This is documented
in PSA Quality Assurance manual, Section 6. The PSA gA Director
stated that pr1or to January 1988, PSA had an KPT Cert1ficate
from ASIDE and changed the1r ASIDE program to a material suppl1er,
thus facilitating a major revis1on to their gA Manual. As a
result of this situat1on, PGLE conducted a search of all parts
procured from PSA since January 1988 and their location. This
search determ1ned that s1x cap screws purchased on Purchase
0rder 18690 were 1ssued for use in the plant. A review of the
documentation supplied by PSA for these cap screws determined
that PSA supplied these screws under provisions of their ASIDE

Section III QA program and certified this on Cert1ficate of
Cowpliance.

Additionally, 1t was identified that the contract aud1t of PSA's
ISLE program was to the wrong criteria. The baseline of the
subject aud1t was ASHE Section Ill, NCA-4000 even though the
vendor had discont1nued this program five months prior to the
audit. PSA's present program meets KCA-3800 (i.e., Material
supplier}.

Secause the subcontracted audit had been performed to the wrong
criteria (i.e., HCA-4000), PG&E reviewed the last previous
util1ty audit of PSA's Section III program. Th1s audit was
performed in February 1989. The basel1ne for th1s aud1t was
ASIDE Sect1or ll! (NCA-3800). Sased on a review of th1s audit
report, checklists, audit findings, and a review of PSA gA
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manual, PSA will remain on PG&E's qualified Supplier List (gSL)
for ASME Section III items. However, because th1s program (NCA
3800) has never been audited, PG&E w111 perform an aud1t of this
program 1n early October. Additionally, PSA is in the process
of revis1ng their program for non-load bearing items and this
rev!sed program will be audited at the same thee.

Previous Audit 88087S fa1led to identify the above defic1encies.

Overall Evaluat1on of Su 11er Aud1ts Performed b Contractors

PG&E has conducted an evaluation of all supplier audits during
the last 3 1/2 years and has identified 317 audits performed by
outside contractors under their companies'A program and
supervision. The review per1od of 3 1/2 years was based on
PQ&E's triennial audit program. The 317 supplier. audit reports
involve a total population of 185 suppliers based on a revie~ of
PG&E paid invoices. Attachment 2 is a list of the 317 supp11er
audit reports. Attachment 3 is a list of the 185 suppliers
affected by these audits. An evaluation of suppliers associated
with these audits was performed. Attachment 1 prov1des a
summary of the evaluation of effects on plant operation. The
basis the conclusions reached 1n the evaluation was as follows:

- No safety-related material was purchased using the subject
purchase orders

- Katerial was purchased but never installed in the plant

- Audits reports werc reviewed by PG&E and found to be
acceptable

- Audits were reviewed and found acceptable based upon other
aud1ts performed by NSgAC/third party

- Audits were conducted under the PGLE gA program rather than
the contractor gA program

- Suppliers were rcaudited by PG&E

- Other specific )ustif ication

NRC Su lier Audit Concerns

In addition to PQE identif1ed audit concerns, the NRC has
idcntif1cd concerns about industry supplier audits in
Information Notices 88-35 and 88-95. PG&E w111 conside~ this
information in its final resolution of this event.

8. Safety Function Potentially Affected

Sascd on a review of the audits which could have potentially
resulted in suspect material being used to perform safety
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functions, it was determined that 1nstalled Naterial does not
have any adverse impact affecting continued operation of the
plant and no safety function is affected. Previous problems
assoc1ated with the ASN Pump Impellers have been separately
addressed in JCO 88-07.

C. Affect of Cond1tion on Safety Function

Hot applicable as described above.

D. Alternate Methods or Safety Function Performance

Not applicable as described above;

E. Coepensatory measures

As a result of the above evaluation, PGLE 1dent1fied three
supp11ers that requ1re an independent supplier audit by PG&E.
These three reaudits were completed on July 24, 1989.

The rema1ning audits performed by the outside cont~actor
performing the potentially incomplete and/or inadequate audits
were evaluated to determine if a reaudit was required. The
evaluation considered whethe~ the supplier had already been
reaudited, or whether PG&E aud1tors were present at the audit to
ensure a valid audit, or whether a reaudit was determined
unnecessary due to absence of purchase orders or prior removal
from the gSL. @here needed to prov1ded Justification on the

* quality of the supplier, PG&E has also consulted with other
utilit1es who have conducted audits of the supplier.

SC.59 EVALUATION

Does the continued operation increase the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment iapor tant to safety previously analyzed 1n the safety
analysis r eport'?

As def1ned 1n ANSI 845.2.13 and as implemented by PGCE, methods
used to accept an item or service froe a supplier include source
verification by audit, source <nspection, and receiving
inspections and tests. The conduct of quality assurance
supplier audits provide one of these ver1f1cation methods to
assure that the established supplier's qua11ty assurance program
is adequate and implemented. Since an audit is one Iechanism to
provide reasonable assurance, direct hardware problems would
have to result from both a failure of the supplier's quality
program and a lack of detect1on by other PME ver1ficat1on
measures such as receipt inspections.

Prev1ous problems associated with the ASM pump impellers have
been separately addressed in JCO 88-07, As discussed above, it
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was determined that additional d1screpant Iateria'dentified to
be installed 1n the plant during th1s evaluation does not have
any adverse iapact on operation.

Therefore, Continued operation with the identified potentially
incoaplete and/or 1nadequate suppl1er auC'ts does not increase
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment ilportant to safety previously
analyzed in the safety analysis report.

Ooes continued operation create the possibility for an accident
or aalfunction of a different type other than any evaluated
previously in the safety analys1s report?

Pr evious problems associated w1th the AS'K pump 1apellers have
been separately addressed in JCO 88-07. As discussed above, it
was determined that additional discrepant Iaterial identified to
be installed 1n the plant during this evaluation does not have
any adverse impact on operation, Therefore, there has been no
change in the configuration of either Unit that would create the
possibility For an accident or malfunction of a different type
than any evaluated prev1ously in the safety analysis report.

Does the continued operat1on reduce the margin of safety as
defined in the bas1s for any Technical Spec1fication?

Previous problems assoc1ated with the ASM pump 1ipellers have
been separately add~essed in JCO 88-07. As discussed above, it
was determined that additional discrepant material identified to
be installed 1n the plant during this evaluation does not have
any adverse impact on operation. Therefore, continued operation
does not reduce the margin of safety as def1ned in the basis for
any Technical Speci f ication.

III. CONCLUSION

Based on the above analysis and 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation, continued
operation of Unit 1 and Un1t 2 w1th the 1dentif1ed potent1ally
incomplete and/or inadequate audits does not create an unreviewed safety
question and will not adversely affect the health and safety of the
public.
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Attachment I

EVALUATIOH OF EFFECTS Ok PLAHT OPERATION

Quant~it Qsis
A. Supplier Audit Scope Reviewed and Considered Acceptable

No safety-relataf purchase orders

Subtier supp'liers aud1ted but wt placed on qual1fied
suppl1ers 11st (QSL) and no ~rchase orders issued.

Unqua11fied suppliers - suppliers never placed on PGCE's
QSL and no safety related purchase orders.

80

21

Additional audits of these suppliers were performed by
PQE personnel or PGLE staff'ersonnel during this
subject tie@frame; PG4E personnel or PG4E staff
augmentation personnel par ticipated 1n the contracted
aud1t; or an audit followup was perforeed by K4E
personnel or PQE staff augmentation personnel.

Contracted audits reviewed and found to ba acceptable.

HSQAC/Third party audits reviewed and found to be
acceptable,

Ko Iaterial from supplier currently installed 1n OCPP.

propped from PGLE QSL, parts dedicated by PQtE.

Suppl1er reaudited with Engineering disposition.

PQE Engineering dispos1tioned

B. Supplier Audit Scope |tas ASME Exempt Safety-Related Parts

Suppl1ers where manual review 1dent1fied that the QA
program addresses both ASNE and Appendix 8 requiresents
and a review of the supplied certificate of compliance
indicated that the QA program was applied.

Suppliers w1th material supplied - hut eater1al 1s still
1n PG4E's warehouse.

C. Supplier Audit Scope Has Env1rormentally'Qualified Parts

Suppliers with materia) supplied - but Iiterial still in
K4E's warahouse.
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PG&E 'er No. DCL-89-207

ENCLOSURE 2

NRC Request:

2. Your specific plans and schedules to fully assess the
adequacy of your vendor audit and of your quality
assurance program in general;

PG&E Response:

~f~W
As a result of a previous Part 21 notification by PG&E involving its
contractor, Sulzer Bingham (submitted 1n PG&E's Letter DCL-88-255, dated
October 26, 1988), PG&E had already coaeenced efforts to assess the adequacy
of audits involving Sulzer Bingham and the overall quality assurance program
(Enclosure 3).

Additionally, NRC Information Notice Ho. (IH) 88-35 was 1ssued to "alert
addressees to potential problems resulting from 1nadequately performed
licensee audits at vendor facilities which may not reveal the vendor's failure
to 1mplement critical portions of 1ts qual1ty assurance (QA) program."
Further, subsequent to the 1ssuance of IH 88-35, HRC IN 88-95 was issued and
noted that "... it appears that past licensee audits have not been effective
in assuring compliance with regulatory requirements."

PG&E has been actively pursuing that focus on issues raised in the previous
Part 21 notification as well as the HRC Hot1ces. PG&E is participating with
the HUMARC Nuclear Plant Equ1pment Procurement (HPEP) Work Group as part of a

unified nuclear industry 1nteraction with HRC management on concerns related
to procurement. Activities 1nclude industry interactions relating to the
improvement of procurement practices. In addition, PG&E 1s actively
participating 1n the performance of joint utility aud1ts as a member of the
Nuclear Procurement Issues Council (NUPIC), which is a combination of the
previous Nuclear Supplier QA Committee (NSQAC) and the Coordinating Agency'or
Supplier Evaluation, Nuclear Section (CASE).

The awareness of these industry concerns led PG&E to identify that, contrary
to PG&E QA Hanual requirements, a contract QA auditor potent1ally performed
incomplete and/or inadequate supplier audits which did not identify the
suppliers'a1lure to 1mplement portions of their QA programs. PG&E

Honconforsance Report (HCR)'CO-89-QA-H007 was 1nitiated to 1nvestigate and
resolve this concern.

PG&E has in1tiated ongoing efforts to evaluate, 1nvestigate and resolve the
issues as discussed in the July 25, l989 meeting with the NRC. The nature of
these efforts include technical and non-technical investigations. D1fferent
groups have been assigned for each review. In add1tton, a coordinator
(Special Investigation Coordinator) has been appointed by the PG&E Pres1dent
to assure cohesiveness in the investigations and provide an independent review
of the findings.
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The technical review is being conducted 1n accordance with PGhE's ex1st1ng
procedures for Nonconformance Rev1ew by a Technical Review Group (TRG). The
non-technical review is being conducted by PGhE's Internal Auditing Departeent
(IAD) which is responsible for Corporate audits of financial records and
contract admin1stration data within all areas of PGhE. The special
investigat1on coordinator will facilitate the 1nterface process for all
investigative efforts.

PGhE 1s using the Nonconforaance/TRG process to invest1gate the technical
1ssues related to suspected incomplete and/or inaccurate supplier audits
conducted under an outside contractor's QA program. The TRG is chaired by the
Manager of Quality Assurance and has representation from all potent1ally
affected departaents. The TRG investigation w111 include an evaluation of all
reports of contracted suppl1er audits in question, the qualification status of
all suppl1ers that were qualified by the audits in question, the acceptability
of all equipment/parts purchased from any supplier in question, the iepact on
the operation of Diablo Canyon, the reportability and deteraination of root
cause, and any necessary corrective actions. The technical rev1ew includes
discuss1ons with the outs1de contractors and the results of their internal
investigation. An outline of the plan and schedule for the 1nvest1gation are
detailed in Attachment l.

-T H HV T T

The IAD is conducting an independent audit of the nontechnical issues of this
incident. This audit will determine how alleged 1rregular1ties with the
supplier audit program, 1f true, were able to occur and continue uncorrected.
This will include all phases of contract administration and related activities
from vendor qualification, bid, award, execution administration, contract
compliance and settlements to date. The aud1t will encompass an examination
of the business relationship between PGEE and its outside contractors and
their personnel. The tentative scope of this audit will cover the period 1987
through the current date. Pertinent contract documents and 1nvo1ces w111 be
examined. Selected personnel from both PGSE and consultants will be
interviewed. The consultants'ffices will be v1sited to examine their
records as well as to interview pertinent personnel. Attachment 2 details the
plan and schedule for this audit.

PGLE's Pres1dent has appointed a special 1nvestigation coordinator to provide
an effective 1nterface between the TRG and the IAD audit team. Th1s
coord1nator w1ll prov1de an 1ntegrated assessment of the results of these two
efforts to the President. The scope of the IAD audit is of sufficient breadth
to uncover 1ssues beyond the scope of the techn1cal investigation by the TRG.

Any issue identified wh1ch could potentially affect the qual)ty program in
general w111 be evaluated by the special 1nvestigat1on coordinator and
recoaeendations for resolution will be sade to the Pres1dent. If warranted,
external resources will be used to sake further evaluations and
recoaeendations regarding any identified weaknesses or def1ciencies 1n the
quality assurance program.
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PGLE has 1n1t1ated comprehens1ve 1nvest1gat1ve efforts to fully assess the
adequacy of the vendor aud1t and qual1ty assurance progran 1n general and 1ts
1apl1cat1ons 1nclud1ng the results of 1nvest1gat1ons conducted by the
contractor's organ1zat1on. PGhE will thoroughly rev1ev md evaluate these and
any other 1ssues vh1ch ar1se through the 1nvest1gat1ons.
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ENCLOSURE 2

Attachment 1

Actual/Pro)ected
Time Frames

06/29

07/04 .

~ 07/07

07/11

07/11 - 07/24

07/25

07/26

07/28 — 08/03

07/31 and 08/02

08/04 - 08/05

08/05

08/05

08/07 - 08/31

PGhE QA Hanager 1nformed of potentially inadequate
audits performed by a contract auditor based on
previous audits 87208S of Sulzer Bingham; 87148S and
88232S of Pacific and Horthington Pump; and 88012S of
ITT Barton not 1dentifying critical inadequacies in
the suppliers QA program.

Performed rev1ew of suspect audit reports,and compared
them w1th latest audits of Sulzer 81ngham (88244S);
Pacif1c and Horthington Pump (89103S) and ITT Barton
(89129S).

Ini t1ated Nonconformance Report DCO-89-QA-N007 to
invest1gate and resolve this concern. Contractor
senior management contacted and advised of th1s
concern.

Held first TRG meeting.

Reviewed audit files to determine scope of problem.

Het with NRC Region V/OI

Held second TRG meeting.

Verified the qual1fication status of suppliers who
provided equipment/materials Installed at KPP, that
were audited by contractors.

Het with senior representat1ves of outside contractor.

Held third TRG meeting.

Issued JCO.

Het with sen1or representatives of outside contractor
to discuss contractor's report.

Perform evaluation of aud1t reports of remaining
suppliers (suppliers who have not provided 1nstalled
equipment/services) that were aud1ted by contractors
to verify acceptability of qualification; evaluate the
adequacy of PGaE's audit program 1n general; assess
the adequacy of PGLE's vendor audit program in general
as performed by PQkE and its contractors.
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ENCLOSURE 2

Attachment 1 (Continued)

TE NI L INV T T N

Actual /Projected
T'..ne Frames

1 rk in

10/01 Revie~ and evaluate the results of the IAD report that
are pertinent to the technical investigation.
Identify root causes and any contributing causes.and
schedule all necessary corrective actions.
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ENCLOSURE 2

Attachment 2

IKTERNAL AUDITING DEPARTMENT

Actual/Pro)ected
T1me Frames

07/28 - 08/04

07/31

07/31 — 08/ll

A. Perform preliminary work.

~ Collect and rev1ew vendor contracts,
invoices, and related files.

~ Obtain contractor concurrence of dates of
IAD's review of the1r records.

B. Review expense reports of gA employees involved
with vendors.

08/07 - 08/ll C. Determine location of contractor records.
Prepare and submit preliminary document requests
to contractor for audit-related records.

08/14 - 08/18

08/ll - 08/18

08/01 - 08/18

08/21 - 09/08

09/15

D. Review QA contract files, correspondence, and
procedures for indications of favoritism or
questionable situations.

E. Interview PGhE employees and former employees, as
necessary, to clarify concerns and gather
detailed 1nformation.

F. Interview contractor employees and former
employees, as necessary, to clarify concerns and
gather detailed information.

G. Perform audits 1n the offices of contractor (and
other contractors as appropriate) for compliance with
the contract and to provide assurance that PGhE
employees 1nvolved in the administration of the
contract have carried out their respons1bilities in
conformity with the Company's pol1cies.

H. Prepare draft audit report for the special
.1nvestigation coordinator to incorporate 1n HPG's
response to the HRC.

The above time frames are sub)ect to change '1f more than the expected
number of 1ndividuals are interv1ewed, audits of additional contractors
are necessary, contractor records are found to be 1n sore than two
locations, the cond1t1on and accessibil1ty of these records are below
the normal standards expected, and/or add1tions to the audit scope are
deemed necessary by IAD and/or HPG management.
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PG&E l "er lo. DCL-89-207

ENCLOSURE 3

HRC Request:

3. Your determination of reportabt lity and generic
applicab111ty of the concerns.

PG&E Response:

As discussed in the previous enclosures, the potential deficiencies of
inadequate supplier audits have been evaluated for the1r impact upon safe .

operat1on of Units 1 and 2 of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant (KPP). PG&E has,
performed a techn1cal evaluation -of these concerns and determined that any
discrepant material identified to be installed at KPP during the period of
question did not have any adverse impact upon operation. A similar evaluation
had already been performed to support a prev1ous Part 21 notification
involv1ng the concern with the ASH pump impellers. This previous Part 2l
notification (PG&E Letter KL-88-255, dated October 26, 1988) forwarded
LER 1-88-029-00 which concluded that the discrepant impellers did not have an
adverse impact upon DCPP operation. The NRC performed a technical review of
this notification (NRC wemorandum dated February 24, 1989 from C.=- Y. Cheng to
C. H. Berlinger) and found PG&E's actions to be adequate. In particular, PG&E

JCO 89-18 (Enclosure 1 of this letter) provides a further safety analysis and
a 50.59 evaluation, which also conclude that these issues do not create an
unreviewed safety question and will not adversely affect the public health and
safety. Consequently, PG&E is conf1dent that the issues raised in the July 27
Region V letter do not involve a substantial safety hazard at DCPP.

Based on the investigations to date, PG&E has concluded that these 1ssues do
not have any generic applicability and do not const1tute a defect or
noncompliance under Part 2l. PG&E is continuing 1ts 1nvestigations and the
results of these investigations will be furnished to Region V as additional
1nformation to th1s initial response pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54.

The following is PG&E's assessment of reportabil1ty.

As referenced above, PG&E has submitted a previous Part 21 not1f1cation, dated
October 26, 1988, which forwarded LER 1-88-029-00 for Diablo Canyon Units 1

and 2. That notification 1dent1fied the root cause to be that the vendor,
Sulzer Bingham, fa1led to provide the 1mpeller as specified 1n procurement
documents due to deficienc1es regard1ng the contractor's control of special
processes and suppliers of special processes. As d1scussed in that
notification, PG&E's corrective actions included continuing to 1nvestigate
this problem, and plans to supplement that not1fication when PG&E's
1nvestigation and determination of further correct1ve actions are completed,
including the ident1ficat1on of any further significant information. Further,
PG&E also removed the vendor from the qual)fied suppliers 11st, pend1ng
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resolution of deficiencies identified by QA audit 88244S and documented
evidence of deviation from purchase speclflcatlons on items that require
special processes.

As noted ln Enclosure 1, one of the examples leading to the potential concern
of inadequate supplier audits lnvolv'ng failures to laplement portions of the
supplier's QA prograN was Sulzer Blngham. As part of PGLE's ongoing
investigations of Sulzer Blngham and concerns resulting from the October 1988
Part 21 notification, lt was found that Audit 88244S identified deficiencies
that a previous Audit, 87208S, failed to find. These deficiencies included
(1) failure to use the ASME Section III QA program and (2) substitution of
aaterlals contrary tc the requirements of purchase orders. However, as
documented ln the Oc';.ober 1988 notification and as discussed above, these
deficiencies do not constitute a safety concern. Further, with respect to the
aatter of inadequate audits, PGLE believes that reasonable audit/supervision
mechanisms at other utilities should preclude slmllar occurrences; therefore,
this matter would not have generic applicability. Consequently, PGLE has
concluded these issues do not involve a reportable event. Kevertheless, as
stated ln LER 1-88-029-00, additional information regarding these issues, as
well as PGLE's continued investigations and evaluations into this matter, will
be documented ln a supplement to that LER. That supplement will also be
provided as additional information to this initial 10 CFR 50.54(f) response as
stated above.

Additionally, PGLE has shared potentially deficient audit reports with other
parties. PGLE will laeedlately notify them of the potentially deficient audit
reports. Further, PGLE has determined that parts delivered to DCPP from
potentially affected vendors have not been provided to other parties by PGLE.

Finally, PGLE did find suppliers that either did not have a QA program that
complied with 10 CFR 50 Appendix B or failed to implement that program for
supplying non-code safety-related parts. However, these issues have been
previously identified by the nuclear industry and confirmed with NRC IN 88-35
and IN 88-95 and, consequently, are not reportable by PGLE under 10 CFR 21.
PGLE will, however, continue its investigations to address the issues raised
ln these notices and will inform Region V of any significant developments.
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